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Inspect header: Click a request to get its full details. The program will inspect the request's body, headers, cookies, and
filenames, and display it in an easy-to-read list. Select headers: Click a header to edit it in the list. You can edit the HTTP
header, add, delete, and move the entry to different places in the list. Find headers: Click to find the first or all occurrences of a
given header. Display header's details: Click a header to display its contents. When a header contains more than one line, you
can use the arrows to the left and right of the header to scroll through the contents. Display the file: Clicking a filename will
display it in the program's window. Clean/fix headers: Click a header to clean it of all unnecessary information. Copy headers:
Click a header to copy it to the clipboard. Inspect cookies: Click a cookie to display it in the list. You can edit the cookie, add,
delete, and move the entry to different places in the list. Match cookies: Click to match a cookie to one of the listed from the
Start page or a list of domains. Inspect cookies: Click to inspect a cookie. You can edit the cookie, add, delete, and move the
entry to different places in the list. Create session: Click to create a new session. Edit session: Click to edit a session. Save
session: Click to save the session. To replay a session: Click to replay a session. Inspect request body: Click a request to display
its body. You can edit the body, add, delete, and move the entry to different places in the list. Display request body: Click to
display a request's body. When the request's body contains more than one line, you can use the arrows to the left and right of the
body to scroll through the contents. Inspect body: Click to inspect a request's body. You can edit the body, add, delete, and
move the entry to different places in the list. Find response body: Click to find the first or all occurrences of a given
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Visit inProxy website Product details: ★★★★★ the best web debugging proxy! free ★★★★★ record, inspect, analyze and
manipulate any http, https or web socket traffic ★★★★★ work with thousands of websites ★★★★★ supports almost all
popular browsers ★★★★★ support for (WebSocket, WS, WSS), (TCP, UDP, SSL, TLS) ★★★★★ works with mobile
networks ★★★★★ free, no adware and no malware ★★★★★ not a VPN or proxy ★★★★★ easy-to-use and intuitive
★★★★★ free! the best web debugging proxy! free ★★★★★ Record, inspect, analyze and manipulate any http, https or web
socket traffic inProxy lets you select any website you want to work with, and perform various actions on all the traffic that your
browser handles. it can record any http, https or web socket traffic, and inspect all cookies, page headers, and body content of
incoming and outgoing traffic. you can also select any domain from thousands of websites, and make all requests to it, then take
any action on all requests performed on the selected domain. you can use inProxy to inspect any page you want, and simulate
any particular action on that page. you can extract all information you want from any http, https, or web socket request, and
filter out specific information you want. inProxy functions can be split into two categories: record and inspect. record lets you
record and save all incoming and outgoing web traffic, and inspect lets you view all recorded content. record lets you save logs
from any domain you want. you can select any website you want from the website list, and perform requests on that website to
save its requests (and responses) as a log file. this log file will contain all http, https, and web socket requests to the specific
domain. You can then download this file and open it with any text editor of your choice to examine all requests and responses
that were performed on that domain. you can view cookies, headers, body content, and any message sent between the website
and the user's browser. Inspect lets you inspect any website you want to work with. there are two options to inspect, record or
map. record lets you record any domain, including http, https, and web socket requests, as described above. it's extremely useful
when you need to examine the setup of a website for dev purposes. map 09e8f5149f
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What's New In?
KEY FEATURES inspect requests record/mock requests record requests to a specified server detect session hijacking
multitasking view reverse DNS domain mapping HTTPS inspector socks proxy print requests to file https proxy HTTP request
inspector SSL/TLS analyzer FLOW CIRCUIT NEW! Provide a structure for each domain PROXY – NOTES inProxy can be
accessed through a web browser or by using the software's dedicated user interface. RECORD – NOTES Recording and
enumerating requests from any web browser Record session with specified browser Mapping requests on the fly Print requests
to files Record HTTPS requests COMPATIBILITY the program is compatible with most modern browsers, except for those
that don't support user-agent sniffing FAQ What is new in this version? Fixed bugs that caused the following error message: *
Unknown changes: pydoc was recompiled as Python 2.7. What is new in this version? Added a new inProxy icon to indicate the
new version being released, even though you are using a previous version. What is new in this version? Improved the detection
of: PYTHON environmant Variable Value Errors reported by PYTHON Improved performance: New icon for
importing/exporting configuration How does the time progress on Record screen? The time is indicated in hours and minutes.
What is new in this version? Added "About" option to the built-in help menu. What is new in this version? The program can
now import.INI files of existing proxies. What is new in this version? Added a new icon to indicate the new version being
released, even though you are using a previous version. What is new in this version? Improved the detection of: PYTHON
environmant Variable Value Errors reported by PYTHON Improved performance: New icon for importing/exporting
configuration NEW SOCKS proxy TLS analyzer HTTPS inspector What is new in this version? Added
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System Requirements For InProxy:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 Processor: 1 GHz Processor or faster Memory: 128 MB RAM or higher Graphics: 16
MB VRAM or higher Sound: 128 MB RAM or higher Hard Drive: 1.5 GB of available space (for main executable) Internet
Connection: Broadband Connection or better Recommended: OS: Windows 7 Processor: 1.2 GHz Processor or faster Memory:
256 MB RAM or higher Graphics: 32 MB VRAM or higher
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